
ISLAMIZATION OF THE PHILIPPINES

Issues of Islamization in the Philippines quite facing a lot of difficulties specially in moribund Muslim Association of the
Philippines (Mohammad Nashief.

However, no Islamic state exercised sovereignty over much of the archipelago, and the indigenous maritime
and agricultural societies ruled by datus or apos remained autonomous. The traditional Muslim social structure
in the Philippines was headed by a sultan who assumed both religious and secular authority. I find this curious
considering the long history of the Sultanates, and how the Mindanao Muslim territory question has permeated
Philippine political history in the last 50 years. However, through these years, from the American initiative to
integrate Muslim communities with the majority of the Filipinos, divisiveness in culture and religion has
spread and grown into social unrest and conflict situations. It is really harder to crack prejudice than an atom
as it is well said. Further, the holy Qur'an, the source of both secular and religious precepts and laws of
Muslims, provides a sense of oneness and fraternal bond between Muslims as an Ummah or Islamic Nation 
The aboriginal people of the Philippines, the Negritos, are an Australo-Melanesian people, which arrived in
the Philippines at least 30, years ago. Subsequent settlements by Arab missionaries traveling to Malaysia and
Indonesia helped strengthen Islam in the Philippines and each settlement was governed by a Datu , Rajah and
a Sultan. More than 2. This feast, an important religious day observed by Muslims worldwide, and which we
mark with a national holiday tomorrow, marks the end of Ramadan fasting for Muslims. It is the only region
that has its own government. The Spaniards never managed to completely suppress the Muslims in Mindanao.
Unfortunately, that a year-old mosque, or at least its remains, can be seen on an island in Mindanao â€” and
the remains of the man who started Islam in the country is there as well â€” remains unknown to most of us.
Islam changed the country's once fragmented nature into a single nation Bangsa Tungga. The Islamization of
the Philippine Archipelago was part of the spread of the religion in the Southeast Asian region. Thus, when
Islam spread throughout the country, it also introduced a system of government and a sophisticated culture.
The violent armed struggle against the Spanish , Americans , Japanese and Filipinos is considered by current
Moro Muslim leaders as part of the four centuries long "national liberation movement" of the Bangsamoro
Muslim Nation. The Islamization of the Philippines is due to the strength of then-Muslim India. By the 15th
century, half of Luzon Northern Philippines and the islands of Mindanao in the south had become subject to
the various Muslim sultanates of Borneo and much of the population in the almost of South were converted to
Islam. To date, after more than years, a mosque still stands in the area. Trade with threatened animal species
Home to more than 2, species of reef fish and more than 75 percent of the world's coral species. Foreign
currency may be exchanged at any hotels, most large department stores, banks, and authorized money
changing shops accredited by the Central Bank of the Philippines. The Americans, during the colonial period,
did not have much success either. They cited the complete difference in cultures and customary ways of life as
the primary reason for their separation from the Muslims of mainland central Mindanao. Other related issue
with the Moro secession is the territorial dispute of eastern Sabah in Malaysia which claimed by the Sultanate
of Sulu as their territory. Thus, when the colonizers came and threatened the growth of their government,
much resistance was felt, especially in Southern Philippines where Muslim communities were most
concentrated. At this time he knew a little about the wealth of these still unexplored fantastic islands. The
Philippine government in several instances tried to address the issues of the country regarding Muslim
separatist movements through policies and the creation of several offices. Makhdum, in fact, was buried on
Simunul Island. The Austronesians, who originated from populations of Taiwanese aboriginals that migrated
from mainland Asia approximately years ago, colonized the Philippine islands and eventually migrated to
Indonesia, Malaysia and, soon after, to the Polynesian islands and Madagascar.


